
Case Study

Textlocal & PRG

Key Challenge Solved: 
To reach clients and employees more 
efficiently in a way they cannot ignore
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Overview

Using text messaging has given PRG Entertainment the  
solution to resolve a dark area in communication in their 
company. Using Textlocal, everybody is now more informed  
and more connected which is a vital part of a company.

Challenge Solution Result
PRG Entertainment needed a way to reach 
their clients and employees more quickly, 
easily and efficiently instead of having to 
phone people separately or sending out 
an email that will easily be ignored. 

Approximately 90% of the time their 
messages are sent out, their clients 
and or employee’s respond with the 
necessary information to acknowledge 
what has been sent to them.

‘Textlocal is a very user-friendly service. Anyone 
can use this platform with ease and it is very 
easy to get started, not only that Textlocal’s 
prices are extremely low and you really do get 
your money’s worth with the great service and 
the brilliant customer care team.”
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PRG Entertainment are an entertainment company that creates audio  
and visual material for internet users including YouTube.



Do you work in Entertainment?
Communicate instantly
Send text messages to promote events and activities, special offers and 
entertainment news. Provide information on opening times, key dates and  
new initiatives.

Reduce quiet periods
Reach out to your customers to promote last minute ticket availability via SMS; by 
providing a reduced time limit on availability, you can increase interest from regular 
and occasional customers.

Increase customer loyalty 
Invite customers to re-visit your venue or consider you for their next celebration. Let 
your customers be the first to know about your latest promotions via SMS.

Provide peace of mind for your customers
Update customers on the progress of their ticket order or purchase via SMS, this can 
help reduce your staff time in fielding query telephone calls from customers.
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We work with over 100,000 UK 
businesses in your industry, including

Find out more
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